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Editorial
Variations on a Scene

By

Peter Vander Meer

First Angle

Do you remember that little man in the movies that
chased his papers down the street? A portly old
gentleman with a thick sheaf of paper turned by the
breeze a twittering white cloud. The film is shot from
a distance, perhaps across the street, watching as he
runs the cloud down. He will never outrace them
all, nor even a fraction. He will catch a few in his
waving arms, and pick the sheet sticking from his
now-wild damp hair, and peel the few stained muddy
flakes stalled in the gutter by the paper storm passing
above. I don't remember the rest of the scene, but I
suppose the papers won the race. After the cameras
left, he might have returned, retrieving the remnants
of the storm left wrapped in the bushes and clotted
in the gutter.
In leaving a place or a people, in experimenting
with our lives, we offer the body of our work to the
wind. There is no choice. We cannot hold the old
and the new together; there is no room so we open
our arms. We retain what the storm leaves us, and
add new sheets in place of the ones lost. We build
new chapters around the page caught in the tree; we
write a short story that explains the remnant retrieved
from the bushes. These seeds force us to write new
endings to the old stories. The jokes of a friend and
the skin of a grandfather grow in the wetted paper,
becoming a story. Fragments form a narrative as new
pieces fill old spaces.
I live with recreated stories, some with plots that I
don't like and characters I don't trust. Some of the
stories aren't mine, but they are the pieces that I
recover from the storm. Some are my prized golden
scenes and some are dross days better lost to the wind,

but these are the pages that catch in my hair, the ones
left when the rest of the clump disappears into the
air.
Another Angle

That little man, rounded by his flapping tweed,
chases after his parchment cloud. The churning blend
of paper and wind outlasts him again, and this man
too, retraces his path, rebuilding his work, now slack,
sodden sheets. He curses the shuffled papers as he
shuffles up the street.
He will work from notes and memory, he says. He
will write with his notes in front and his memory
behind him, and with the dried and ironed pages it
will again stand as it did. He says. Notes, however,
are poor, and memory suffers. When will a second
time hold the genius of the first? He is a different
person writing, now, a man finished with that book.
A second book, like a second life, will not be the first.
It will follow the same rivers downstream, and
borrow the same boat, but the current will touch it
differently. The second time, he will look for that one
bend in the river, that field on the right bank. He will
look for his landmarks and celebrate when he reaches
them, slightly disappointed that they are the same.
When we recreate our past, it stands differently
against the light. The timbers are straighter and the
stucco fresh. The paper stands whiter, and there are
no coffee rings on the blotter. The house, though,
comes from the remembered story. The timbers are
recycled, and the grimy, ironed sheet in the new stack
remembers flying down the street in a cloud of its
brothers. •
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The Middle of Nowhere
By Kirlr Dombeck

From the front porch, you can see for miles in any
direction,- I mean any direction that isn't blocked by
the house. Indiana is as flat as a pancake in some
places, and the farm where I grew up is one of those
places. I used to sit on the front porch and wait for a
car to drive by on the black road that swept past our
house. I always loved cars. We didn't have one, well, we did, until dad left. After that, all we had
was an old ten-speed that my brother Johnny used to
ride to his job at the grocery.
But I'm getting sidetracked. My mind has a
tendency to wander, at least that's what mamma used
to tell me. I remember her standing in the kitchen,
up to her armpits in soap bubbles, happily scrubbing
pots and pans with the midday sunlight streaming
in on her. She had a peculiar light in her eyes as she
turned to me and said, "Fred, you're a daydreamer.
All the Potts men are and always will be. Your father
is the worst of the lot. You can't let an hour go by
before you find that he's dropped whatever he was
doing and is staring off into the sky with his mouth
open." That was before dad left, of course. After he
left, you wouldn't find mamma washing dishes any
more, -she usually made Jeannie, my younger sister,
do them. And after he left, I never saw that peculiar
light in her eyes again.
I still remember that day, the day everything went
wrong. I wish I could remember it better, but at the
time, I guess I didn't realize its significance. Dad and
mamma were fighting, as usual, when I woke up. I
have no idea what there could possibly be to fight
about that early in the morning, but they found
something. I lay in bed and let dad's hoarse yelling
and mamma's squeaky screams jab at my ears for
about ten minutes before I finally had enough and
got up. My usual routine at times like this was to go
outside and wander around until they finally wore
each other out. Then I would go back inside, usually
to find mamma sobbing on the couch and dad
drinking in the basement.
But this day was different. I went outside, but I
remember thinking that they had been fighting for a
long time when my sister came outside, too. I was

sitting on a railroad tie, in front of the car, and she
came over by me and gave me a hug. She was so
young then and she really surprised me, but I put
my arm around her and we sat there together as the
clamor inside the house got louder and louder. I
began to hear the sound of dishes breaking against
the walls, and I looked down to notice Jeannie crying.
I didn't know what to say to her. Suddenly, mamma
stopped screaming. Dad's voice was almost
completely gone, but he continued ranting and raving
with what was left of it. Then the back door was flung
open, and his voice suddenly became very loud. He
stepped out onto the back porch, into the breezy
sunlight, and cursed for a good five minutes. My
sister and I just stared at him.
Eventually, he ran out of words and just stood there,
breathing heavily and staring into the distance. After
a time, he reached into his pocket and pulled out the
car keys. My sister and I exchanged looks and
watched as he slowly walked our way, absently
kicking small pebbles out of his way as he came. As
he walked past, Jeannie reached out to him with one
of her tiny arms. I heard the car door slam behind
us, and after several coughs and grinds, I heard it
start.
My sister and I sat there long after the rumble of
our car faded away. When we finally mustered the
nerve to go back inside, there was no sign of mamma
anywhere, but there was a big pool of blood on the
kitchen floor in front of the sink. When we finally
did find her, she wasn't crying. She was sitting on
the edge of the bathtub with her nose in a washcloth.
That was the first and last time dad ever hit her.
After several weeks, it was clear that he wasn't
coming back. It was spring, and Johnny had to get a
job in the grocery to help support us. I guess he was
sixteen then, and he never went back to school. A big
company rented our land from us and farmed it. The
income from that was barely enough to support one
person, let alone four. Mamma couldn't work. She
sat around mostly and got rather fat. We were as
poor as dirt.
As time went by, I noticed that Johnny wasn't too
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happy working his fingers to the bone so we could
eat. Johnny had always been mamma's favorite, and
I'm not sure why. At any rate, he became sullen and
never spoke to anyone, except in harsh tones.
Mamma and he got into shouting matches on a daily
basis, and these usually ended with him telling her
just how much he hated her, and with her threatening
to kill herself if he ever left. I generally tried to avoid
Johnny at these times because of something that
happened about a month after dad left.
It was a Tuesday. I remember because, after dad
left, I realized it was about time I started paying
attention to the particulars of my life. Anyway,
Johnny had come home from his usual grueling day
of stocking shelves only to be scolded by mamma for
not remembering to buy stamps. Mamma needed
stamps because she was always sending entries to
sweepstakes in an effort to get us rich quick. It was
about nine o'clock at night, and Johnny was in no
mood to be scolded. He let fly with a series of curses
and blasphemies that I didn't fully understand at the
time. She screeched back a sermon about
responsibility and selfishness that would have put
Billy Graham to shame. I just stood in the doorway
and watched them go at it. I don't know why I
watched, maybe because I thought I could keep
something horrible from happening this time. But I
soon learned that my presence there was as big a
mistake as I've ever made. The two combatants were
circling the dining room table, and as Johnny came
round near me, he whirled and dealt me such a blow
to my nose that my head snapped back and my blood
sprayed all over the ceiling and the doorway. I lay
on my back and watched it run down the woodwork
in beautiful crimson rivers as mamma and Johnny
resumed their confrontation. After a minute, or so, I
collected my thoughts and slipped out the back door.
I could see in the moonlight that my once white teeshirt was now completely soaked in blood. I pulled
it off over my head, being careful not to get any more
in my hair, and squeezed it out just to see how much
of a puddle I could make. I was dimly aware that it
was now streaming down my chest and stomach, but
I didn't really care. Finally, my head began to throb
rhythmically. I decided, at that moment, that I hated
Johnny.
A few weeks later, Johnny came home from work
a couple of hours early. The rest of us were sitting
down to a dinner of peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches and water when he strode in and seated
himself at the head of the table and fixed mamma
with a blank stare. Mamma was seated to his right, I
was to his left, and little Jeannie sat across from him.
I couldn't look at him, so I just put my head down
and kept eating. I glanced at Jeannie to see that she
was doing the same. Mamma cleared her throat
nervously and asked him how work had been.
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Johnny said, "I'm leavin'."
My heart skipped a beat and mamma made some
muffled choking noise. Jeannie continued eating as
if she hadn't heard.
Johnny continued, "I'm sick of livin' out her in the
middle of nowhere. I hate it. I'm leavin'."
I looked at him for the first time and saw that he
was smiling, his eyes shifting back and forth between
us as he relished our reactions. I didn't want to give
him the satisfaction of knowing how scared I was, so
I went back to eating as if all he had said was that it
was going to rain tomorrow. Jeannie was apparently
oblivious to what was happening, so he finally settled
his gaze on mamma. She was visibly shaken, and
didn't really try to hide it. She began to object, telling
him how much he meant to us and asking him what
we'd do without him. He interrupted her, wiping
the smile off his face and taking on an almost
diplomatic tone.
"Listen, there's nothin' you can say now to make
me stay. I just came back to get some of my stuff."
Then he got up and went up to his room.
We were still sitting there when he came back with
a duffle bag full of clothing and personal things.
Jeannie and I were finishing our food, mamma was
just trembling and fidgeting with her glass while
staring at nothing. At the door he paused and turned.
I finally looked at him again for what was to be the
last time. The sullen hate that had been written on
his features for the past month was gone and he
almost looked sad for a second. He opened his mouth
to say something, but mamma interrupted him.
"I love you," she said, and I noticed she was
beginning to cry.
His jaw snapped shut and he swallowed hard. He
turned and hurried out, slapping the screen door shut
behind him. Mamma put her head down on the table
and wept loudly. Jeannie stared at her, confused, then
went back to what was left of her sandwich. I washed
my plate and, giving Johnny ample time to be away,
went outside to watch the sunset.
The next day, mamma got sick and pretty much
stayed in bed from then on. It became apparent that
we were going to starve to death unless someone did
something. I decided that that someone was me, and
I made the two mile trek down the road to farmer
Williams' place to beg for a job. He stood in the
shadow of a big, orange Case tractor and eyed me
with suspicion. I could tell he was a little skeptical of
the ability of my twelve-year old frame to withstand
the punishment of hard work and the elements. But
he finally agreed to give me a chance, and I worked
for him year round from then on. I guess I probably
grew up even faster than Johnny did.
As the months rolled by, mamma got worse and
worse. I wasn't sure what was wrong with her, but
she wouldn't eat or get out of bed, and she
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complained of intense headaches. She got so bad that
finally, on a rainy April day almost two years after
dad left, I had to call the ambulance. The paramedics
came in and told me what a good thing it was that I
called, and how bad off mamma was. They whisked
her off to a hospital in Indianapolis,- I don't know
which one because I had no way of getting there, and
put her in the "Continuing Care Unit."
That left me and Jeannie at home to fend for
ourselves, which was basically what we did anyway.
The next few days were a little strange without
mamma around, even though she hadn't been out of
the bedroom in about two years. It was strange just
knowing that she wasn't there. For the first time in
my life, I realized how much I really cared about her
and how I really hoped she would get better.
It was on one of those days while she was in the
hospital that I woke up very early. It must have been
a Sunday because I didn't have to work, but I got out
of bed anyway and went out on the front porch to
have a smoke. Mamma would have a cow if she ever
caught me smoking, but that was just one of those
bad habits that I picked up from the other farm hands.
I figured I'd watch the sunrise by myself before
Jeannie woke up, so I settled down on the front step
and lit up. The sun was up just a bit above the horizon
and there wasn't a cloud in the sky. As I sat there,
looking at the bare fields, I was quite sure that that
sunrise was the most beautiful thing I'd ever seen in
my life. It was only seven o'clock or so in the morning,
so I was surprised to see a car coming down the road
from the south. It slowed as it came in front of me
and pulled into our driveway. I was about half done
with my smoke and I couldn't dream of moving, so I
didn't. The sun was getting brighter, and I had to
squint a little to make out a figure getting out of the
car. I estimated that it was a man by his broad
shoulders and strong stature as he slowly came
around in front of me. I just sat there, leaning back
on my hands with my feet lost in the cold, dewy grass.
I couldn't make out his features because of the glare
of the sun that was rising, now sort of beside him.
"Young kid like you shouldn't be smokin'. Too
young to start havin' vices like that."
I recognized the voice as being that of my dad and,
my curiosity satisfied, I went back to surveying the
fields.
"You're one to be tellin' me 'bout vices," I said, but
not unkindly.
"S'pose you're right." He came over to sit by me
on the step, which made me happy; he had been
blocking my view.
"Yeah, mamma always was sayin' that us Potts men
had too many vices," I said for no particular reason.
We sat there in silence for awhile. I tried to
remember if we had ever sat there together before,
side by side, taking in the morning sun. I was quite
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sure we hadn't.
Dad turned to me and looked me seriously in the
eye. I could tell he hadn't had a drink in some time;
his eyes were crystal clear and seemed to sparkle with
an energy I hadn't remembered ever seeing before.
He said seriously, "Do you think she'd take me
back?"
"Don't know," I said after a long drag. I blew the
smoke out in a ring that was completely invisible in
the now brilliant daylight. "She's kinda in a bad way
right now. In the hospital, in fact."
"She gonna be okay?"
"No idea. She's been sufferin' somethin' huge of
late."
He followed my eyes out into the fields and, when
I glanced at him, I could see his jaw working and I
could tell he was rolling that information around in
his head.
"I just had to get out, y'know? Had to ... " his voice
trailed off. After some silence, it came back. "I don't
expect you to understand."
I stared straight ahead. I was too angry to even
say anything to him. I just stared into the empty sky.
Soon, there was a red-tailed hawk circling on the
north-east edge of the horizon. I watched it and
thought about that day two years ago. Would I have
done things differently, if I had been in his place?
There was no way to say. His voice pulled me from
my thoughts.
"Where's Johnny?" he asked.
"Long gone."
He quickly wiped something that might have been
a tear away from his eye and said, "Looks like you're
the man of the family now, huh."
That thought hadn't occurred to me before, and I
took some time to examine it before I said, "I s'pose."
I was aware that he suddenly became very
uncomfortable. He quickly put his cigarette out and
said, "Is Jeannie around?"
"Sleepin'." I finished my smoke and pulled out
another.
"Well, don't wake her on my account. Listen I just,, he stopped abruptly and I looked up. He continued,
"I just wanted to see how y'all was doin'."
That wasn't what he set out to say and we both
knew it. He was standing now, and I lit my smoke
and leaned back to look at him.
"I'd best be goin'," he said. He took a couple of
steps toward his car and turned. "Listen, I'm stayin'
in the area, so if you ever need anything," he was
searching furiously through his pockets, finally
pulling out a wrinkled piece of paper, "here's my
number."
He offered the paper to me and I took it, slipping it
into my pocket without looking at it.
"Alright." He nodded his head and seemed
satisfied. "You take care of yourself and your sister,
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you hear?" I nodded, and he turned and quickly
walked to his car.
I sat on the front step for a long time, smoking,
thinking and basking in the nearly warm April sun.
I didn't feel like moving. Jeannie got up after a while;
the clanging of dishes echoed throughout the house
from the kitchen. After a time, she came out to sit
beside me on the step. We didn't say anything, -we
seldom did. But we had come to an understanding,
so we looked out for each other come what may.
He had left again. And there my sister and I sat
again, side by side, taking in the view.
A couple weeks later, mamma died. The doctors
told me that she had some kind of a brain tumor,
and that was causing all her headaches. They also
told me that she had died in her sleep, and hadn't
suffered much because of all the medication she had
been on, which made me feel a little better. Jeannie
didn't even cry when I told her. She just looked up at
me and said, "So what do we do now?"
The government wanted to split us up and put us
in a separate foster homes. I was only fourteen by
then, so I really couldn't argue with the social workers
that came out to see us. I was pretty upset about the
situation until I remembered that piece of paper my

dad gave me and I called him up. He was so happy
to hear from me that he started crying right there on
the phone. He bawled even worse when I told him
that mamma died, and asked him to come and help
Jeannie and me. He went on about how all this was
his fault and asked if God could ever forgive him. I
told him he couldn't do anything more for mamma
now, but he could help us. He said he would, and he
was as good as his word.
He really was a changed man. Two days later, he
came and got our stuff, and took us to live in his filthy
apartment in the city. It was a dark, two bedroom
affair that had a musty smell and was a little drafty
in the winter, but it passed for home. I never saw
dad drink again, and I never heard him curse. We
never really became close, he and Jeannie and I, but
we were some sort of a family.
I remember once, a few months after mamma died,
that I asked him if we were ever going back to live in
our old house in the country. He said he didn't think
so; I asked him why, and he said that he liked it out
in the country sometimes, but he couldn't stand to
spend all his time out in the middle of nowhere.
I told him I knew what he meant. •

.And The Mountains Should
Crumble Into The Sea.
By Jamey Bouwmeester

In the ramblings of a hermit, one always also hears
something of the echo of the desolate regions,
something of the whispered tones and the furtive look
of solitude. In his strongest words, even in his cry,
there still vibrates a new and dangerous kind of
silence-a burying of something in silence.
My father was still in his thirty-sixth year when, in
the early morning of July 30th, 1849, he died. I was
five years old. When I woke up that morning I heard
weeping all around me. Young and innocent though
I still was, I had some idea of what death meant.
Transfixed by the prospect of being separated forever
from my father, I wept bitterly. On August 2nd, my
dear father's earthly remains were consigned to the
earth. The ceremony began, accompanied by the
tolling of the bells. I shall ever have the hollow
clangor of those bells in my ear. I loved my father.

He called me Fritz.
A few months later I had a dream. I heard
the church organ playing at a funeral. When I looked
to see what was going on, a grave opened suddenly,
and my father arose out of it in a shroud. He hurried
into the church and came back with a small child in
his arms. The mound of the grave reopened, he
climbed in, and the gravestone sank back over the
opening. The swelling noise of the organ stopped at
once, and I awoke.
In August of 1861, the death of my tutor, Prof.
Buddensieg, brought back the memory of my father's
passing. I cannot express how sad my heart was. I
loved him so much. Deathly silence was everywhere.
My father was tall and strong, a statue standing firm
for tradition and absolute unshakable values. How
could something that seemed so permanent be
toppled and taken away so easily. The only answer
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was that though his head and shoulders seemed hewn
of marble or granite, his feet were clay. Something
must be wrong with a world where fathers and
mentors, the standard bearers of powerful traditions,
are impotent against nature. I had the feeling that if
I let myself go, I would fall toward him, that he was
pulling me, pulling the whole world in like a
whirlpool. I knew from that moment that my father
was dragging me downwards into the earth, into the
darkness.
I vowed to break free, to fly to the peak of a
mountain: the highest mountain there was. I flailed
my arms and kicked with my legs. I fought against
the thick syrup of night's ocean that held me in its
undertow and tugged at my ankles, trying to trip me
so it could pull me into its abysmal depths. But the
more I struggled, the tighter its grip on me became. I
would not be able to break away. My only hope was
to go down: into the dream and through it. If I got
close enough to the thousands of years of philosophy
that my father had come to represent, I could find its
weaknesses, expose its temporality, explode its
absolute nature, and be free from it. I made my mind
a blank and fell, sank away like a stone through earth
and sea.
My hope was that I could dive and swim to the
bottom of the ocean into which I was being pulled.
Something told me that if I went down and through,
I would resurface on the other side: better, stronger.
I began my descent. As I dove I saw that aeons
had existed before human intellect, but we think of it
as cognate with the central consciousness of the
universe, just as a gnat must assume itself to be the
flying center of the world.
I saw a star around which moved a planet. On the
planet lived many clever animals. These animals
learned a great many things. But nature had taken
only a few breaths before the planet went cold and
numb, and the clever animals had to die. However,
it was high time, for though the animals had prided
themselves on knowing a great deal, they had
discovered that all their previous knowledge was
spurious. They died cursing the truth.
They learned that all of the knowledge that we have
comes to us in the form of language, words. But
language separates us from the world. The world is
divided from the name we give it, first by the nervous
stimuli it produces and then by the percept we form.
The insect and the bird, who are not hindered by
language, perceive a different world from us. And
we are not entitled to the comfortable assumption that
our perceptions are more accurate; there is no
standard of comparison between our perception and
theirs. All of our words are based on the equation of
unequal things. One leaf may bear little resemblance
to another, but we call them by the same name. There
can be no question of objectivity. Since we cannot
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help being defrauded, we have developed language
conventions to defraud ourselves reassuringly.
Language is a shield that we hold up against the
awareness that the universe is hostile to us. At best,
language is a transmission of hints, a stumbling
translation into a wholly foreign tongue. The
mountains are what we define them as!
With these thoughts, the mountains lost their
firmness. They melted and ran into the ocean,
sending me deeper into the abyss. The concepts
which we use as foundation for our lives-God, truth,
epistemic certainty-turned to mist and left nothing
beneath me.
I understood that the universe was nothing but a
casual chaos of brute force on which we stupidly hang
our hopes and fears like hats on a rack Cause and
effect are a sham! There is no definable or measurable
reason why any one particular thing should happen.
Each event requires the infinity of history that came
before it as "cause"; in return, each "effect" becomes
part of the cause for everything that follows it. An
infinite number of forces are pushing in an infinite
number of directions at all times, each equally
dependent on the rest.
We can know nothing with complete certainty.
Nothing. So we convince ourselves that what is
comforting is true. We are driven toward things
higher, more powerful than we. We curl up under
the warm blanket of God to keep out uncertainty's
frigid night air. But there is nothing to save us from
the doubt that humanity has been led astray by a
phantasm, by nothing more than the feeling of our
own foolhardy presumption.
With that I murdered God! I unchained the earth
from its sun, and drifted in an infinite nothing,
hurtling straight downwards. And backwards,
sideways, forward, in all directions. "Is there still an
up and down?", I wondered. It was so cold and silent.
Night after night closed in on me and a hundred
oceans pushed down on top of me. The pressure was
enough to kill me. The headaches it caused were
terrible. Sometimes they would last three or four days
straight. I had lived too long, fed too long on my
own fat. I was being broken as no one else could be
on the wheel of my passions.
Just before I reached my final breaking point, I saw
the way out. The waters receded and for the first
time in eternity I saw the dawn.
I had a vision of a man named Zarathrustra. He
told me, "In the mountains, the shortest route is from
peak to peak, but for that one needs long legs. I am
looking down because I am elevated. He who climbs
the greatest mountains can laugh at all tragedies and
all tragic seriousness."
He taught me that the radical perspectivism
brought about by the loss of objective certainty, the
absence of universal solidity and foundation, did not
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mean the loss of footing in any total or unresolvable
way at all. What originally seemed damning and
horrible, now seemed the best possible state of affairs.
The mountains are what we define them as. My
descent into the pit had shown me that I had the
power to make of the mountains what I wished. No
longer did anyone have the right to tell me what they
were. My life and the path I chose were given to me.
All authority was mine. I had seen the dogmatic basis
for all religion, morality, and law turn into vapor and
slip away into the ether.
My first act was to put myself on top of the
mountain to which I gave existence. I had freed
myself from the grip of my father. I was loosed from
the mire and given wings. From this height I could
see everything. I understood that the concepts of
"good" and "evil" were not universal or
metaphysical; like all other values they had evolved
with humanity. They had no hold over me. I had
the power to re-evaluate all values. I did not need
approval. I simply judged, "What is good for me is
good in itself. What is harmful to me is harmful in
itself".
Yet my headaches continued, that should have
been my warning. But I attributed them to the
altitude.
Every single aspect of an individual life is equally
essential to that life being what it is. Also, everything
in the world consists simply in its interconnectedness
to everything else, so every single aspect of the whole
world is equally essential to that life being what it is.
To want therefore, even a single moment of one's
life to reoccur, is to want the whole world, exactly as
it is, to occur again. But this is to take on the
responsibility for the totality of world history, since
it is to realize that absolutely everything has
determined who one is. At this point in my life, I
felt I could do just that.
If a demon were to have come to me in my room
at night and said, "This lik as you now live it, and
have lived it, you will have to live it once more and
innumerable times more; and there will be nothing
new in it but every pain, and every joy, every thought
and sigh must return to you. The eternal hourglass
of existence turned over and over." I would have
answered, "You are a god, and never have I heard
anything more godlike." Because I had come to terms
with my past, my present and my future.

You have probably heard that there is a line when
whipping a horse beyond which the whipping ceases
to give the horse impetus to move, and every lash only
sets the beast firmer in its resolve to stay where it is.
Well on this particular day, as I walked outside of my
flat that line had been crossed. The master's arm
knew it and didn't care; it rained on the horse's back
with a ferocity unimaginable. When I saw the horse's
eyes, singing with fear, and lust, and pain, my
mountain crumbled.
The street went suddenly white as if struck by
lightning, then immediately black. The ocean that I
thought I had escaped poured over my head and
washed away the rubble of my mountain. I decided
to die. Every rock, every tree, every crystal of snow
cried out cold-blooded objectiveness. Frigid, sharp
outlines, everything around me: distinct, detached as
dead men. I stumbled, and with weak arms I clung to
the horse's neck. His pain and mine were one. We
had each had a lifetime of being driven by pain, and I
wanted it no more. I thought that I had come to terms
with the world, it's joy and its suffering. I was wrong.
For the second time in my life I heard a church organ
where there was none. I saw a grave open, but my
father did not emerge. The grave was empty. I moved
closer and read. The name on the crooked stone was
mine. Then my father was with me again, at my side,
his arm around my shoulder.
I looked down past stars into a terrifying darkness.
I desired the £alt and though I fought against it with
all my might I knew in advance that I could not win.
Standing baffled, quaking with fear, three feet from a
nightmare cliff, I found myself moving toward it. I
looked down, down into the bottomless black pit,
feeling the dark power m me like a current moving
slowly toward my voluntary tumble into death.
My sight cleared, I discover I no longer felt pain.
People on the street gathered around to watch me die.
But I didn't die, and all of this seems so long ago. I
look back on it with the clarity of someone living a
hundred years from now. Life has been easier since
then. I have my room in the flat where my mother
and I live. My bed is small but warm. I am no longer
allowed to read. In fact, all my books have been taken
away, but I don't mind. Because during the hours
when I am alone and the house is quiet, Papa comes
and talks with me. He calls me Fritz.
Friedrich W. Nietzsche
11/15/1895
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The Television
By Andrew Rau

Mark DenBoer was watching the six-o'clock news
one Thursday evening when he realized that the TV
was watching hiJn instead of the other way around.
It struck him as an incredibly absurd thing to think;
he dismissed it immediately because it was not
possible. He did not know much about this sort of
thing, but he knew that when you boiled it all down,
a television was just a plastic box filled with colored
wires and electronic gadgets. A TV could not think.
It was not sentient. It was not alive. Therefore, it
could not be watching him as he sat on the couch on
Thursday evening, listening to the TV reporter drone
tonelessly about the fourteen-car pileup that had
resulted when the driver of a Toyota pickup had
swerved across three lanes of traffic during rush hour.
But something was watching him.
He became so certain of this that he got up, closed
all the windows, and even briefly searched through
the apartment to see if there was anybody else there.
No one. He was alone; his roommates were all gone
and would not be back until later. Yet the feelingthe certainty-that he was being watched persisted.
Before he sat back down on the couch, he went
around and turned on every light in the room, hoping
that the eerie feeling would disappear with the
shadows. It did not. He sat back down, not knowing
what one was to do in a situation like this.
He began to fidget nervously, feeling the scrutiny
of the unknown interloper's gaze. He felt that gaze
searching him, looking at him and through him, filling
him with a sort of vague apprehension which he
knew, if unchecked, would soon escalate into fear.
The television is not watching you.
But despite his denials, Mark was becoming more
and more sure that the TV was, indeed, watching
him. That scrutiny was becoming so harsh, so intense,
that he almost feel it pulsing from the television. He
noticed for the first time with a sort of grim
amusement that the TV actually did look somewhat
like an eye. The screen stared coldly back at him,
accusing.
He reached a shaky hand out, found the remote
control, and pressed the power button. The TV
turned off with an abrupt electronic click. The feeling
that he was being watched vanished as quickly as it

had begun. It closed its eye, he thought dumbly,
marveling again at the ridiculousness of the idea that
the television had somehow been watching him.
But he watched no more TV that evening, or the
day after.
That Friday went like any other Friday in the life of
Mark DenBoer. He got up at 7:00, went to classes for
most of the morning and part of the afternoon, and
returned to the apartment by 4:00. In history class
that day he received back a term paper he had written
with the message A+ -IF YOU WANT A CAREER
IN THIS FIELD, YOU CAN HAVE IT scrawled across
the top of the title page in his professor's distinctive
handwriting. He was not surprised-he had put a
great deal of work into that paper-but he was pleased
nevertheless, and when he got back from his classes,
he called his parents with the good news, ate a double
helping of Spaghetti-Os for dinner, and then went out
to a movie and dessert with a group of friends. Life
was good for Mark DenBoer. Before that Friday
evening was over, he had forgotten completely about
the incident with the television back in the apartment.
He returned late that night and slept in until nearly
10:30 the next morning.
He woke up at 10:26 Saturday morning, showered,
dressed, and shambled out into the kitchen. He
halfheartedly downed a bowl of Lucky Charms and
made himself two slightly burnt slices of toast. He
could hear his three roommates talking and laughing
in the other room. The TV was on quietly in the
background. He put his two slices of toast on a small
plastic plate and decided to join his roommates.
He stepped out into the living room, where all three
of his roommates were sprawled across the floor and
the couch, watching Saturday morning cartoons. The
windows were open, and a cool spring breeze drifted
slowly through the apartment.
"Morning, Mark," mumbled Kevin around a
mouthful of Rice Krispies. He was lying on the couch
looking as if he had gotten somewhere in the
neighborhood of two hours of sleep the night before.
Derrick and Alan, his other roommates, did not
acknowledge him but stared transfixed by the cartoons
dancing wildly across the TV screen.
Mark opened his mouth to respond to Kevin's
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greeting ... and froze. His gaze drifted across the room
and fell on the television, sitting in the corner-and
suddenly, he thought he could feel the television's
stare again, glaring angrily at him as if he had
committed some unforgivable sin. The feeling was
palpable. The television was a monstrous eye, staring
darkly at him from across the room, its piercing gaze
singling him out and focusing on him. Mark could
feel that stare, suspicious and hateful.
Turn it off! He felt the beginnings of panic, the sliver
of fear worming its way down his spine as he stood
in the doorway, staring dumbly back at the TV. He
found that he could not look away from that electronic
eye, found himself riveted by the intensity of its bitter
hatred. He wanted to cower away, to wither before
the spite in that stare.
Summoning his strength, he closed his eyes and
forced himself to step back through the door into the
kitchen, out of sight of the television. A wave of relief
washed over him as he stepped back behind the wall
into the next room, leaning on the kitchen counter
for support.
The absurdity of the whole situation struck him
then, standing in the kitchen. Here he was, a fourthyear college student, with his own apartment and his
life planned and figured out and with his good grades
and his practicality and his mature adult mind, and
he was cowering here in the kitchen afraid to go into
the living room because he thought the television was
staring at him.
"Mark? You okay in there?" Kevin called out from
the living room, spitting the words through a
mouthful of Rice Krispies.
"Yeah, I'm fine," Mark replied after a moment's
hesitation. He inhaled deeply and realized that he
had been holding his breath. His skin was moist with
perspiration; he had been sweating, too.
What's wrong with me?
"I'll be in my room," he called out, slightly more
confidently this time. Nobody answered, so he
walked slowly.back to his room, leaving the toast in
the kitchen. He wasn't hungry anymore. His eyes
kept flitting nervously from side to side, as if he were
half expecting the television to jump out of the
shadows and assault him again with its stare.
He stepped into his room and closed his eyes in an
effort to not think about the TV-eye that waited in
the living room. He shared this room with Kevin.
Alan and Derrick lived across the hall in the other
bedroom. He and Kevin had managed to split their
room in half; Kevin's side of the room was messy and
disorganized, with old laundry laying across the desk
and ripped posters of scantily-clad models and old
rock groups cluttering up the walls. Mark's side was
the exact opposite: books lined neatly on their shelves,
clothes hung and folded in the closet, bulletin board
proudly displaying class schedules and notices about
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upcoming campus events. A calendar filled with
notes written out in his precise, blocky handwriting
hung on the far wall next to the bulletin board. The
only poster he had was one that showed an aerial
photograph of Norfolk, Virginia, where he had lived
from his birth to the day he had moved away to
college.
Mark stretched out on his bed, the cool sheets
beneath him oddly comforting. When he closed his
eyes, he could feel the sheets, could feel each strand
of intertwined thread that ran its predetermined
course beneath the touch of his hands and fingers.
He liked their coldness, and that they were real and
perceptible. It comforted him to know that they were
real not by will or by chance, but because they were
simply supposed to be real.
His thoughts returned to the television and its stare.
This can't be happening. A television is an electronic
device, an invention of man. The television in the living
room was manufactured in Taiwan and we all chipped in
and bought it at Sears downtown and we've had it here
now for the past heaven-knows-how-many months, and it
isn't alive, it isn't sentient, and it could not have been
staring at me, because TVs don't do that.
How do you explain it?
It didn't happen. Couldn't have. I imagined it all. And
I'm not going to be inti1nidated by a television!
He felt his confidence return at the thought.
In fact, he was going to go right back out there and
walk into that living room and he was going to prove
to himself that he had imagined the whole thing.
(What kind of mind imagines something like that?)
Don't think about that. Focus on what is real. Television
sets that stare at their owners are not.
He got up, took a deep breath, and walked back
towards the kitchen. No television set was going to
frighten him. When he reached the kitchen he could
hear the cartoons playing on the TV in the living room
and could hear the sound of his three room.mates
laughing feebly at their own crude jokes.
He slowed to a nearly creeping pace; there was no
sense in charging in. He was certain now that he had
imagined the TV's stare, but that was no reason to go
off and start taking any chances. He moved slowly
and quietly, tiptoeing in his socks across the linoleum
floor, careful not to make any noise that might be
heard by his roommates
(or the television).
Stop that!
He crept up to the door and peered around into
the living room. Everything was as it had been when
he had left; his roommates sprawled in various
positions across the floor and couch, the television
sitting on its shelf in the far corner. Mark swallowed
and stepped out into the doorway.
The TV-eye's glare struck him like a physical blow,
springing to life suddenly as if it had been
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(had been what? Waiting for you?)
waiting for him to show himself again. The TV's
gaze filled the air, fixing upon him. Dizziness and
nausea coursed through his body. Mark gazed into
the baleful depths of an electronic eye that was
somehow something more than the bundle of
inanimate wiring it was.
No! This isn't happening!
Now his roommates had turned and were looking
at him curiously. Don't they feel it? Don't they see the
eye?
He closed his eyes and grasped for his last reserves
of energy. He forced his body step-by-step to break
away from that stare, to turn around, and to step back
into the kitchen and out of this nightmare room. His
body protested; he felt the anger of the eye holding
him back Time seemed to slow; the kitchen seemed
impossibly far away.
Move! Get out of here, back into the kitchen where it
can't see you, move, you're almost thereAnd then he was there, collapsing to his knees in
the kitchen, sweat running in cold rivulets down his
forehead into his eyes, his lungs gasping for air. His
vision blurred and narrowed; he closed his eyes
against the kitchen and the living room and the world
and the eye, and concentrated on the only thing his
mind could grasp, indignant words, rolling over and
over in his mind: Stay conscious. Stay conscious. This
can't be happening. Not happening.
Stay conscious!
He pushed his way outside, through the screen
door onto the small porch outside. He felt the cold
air wash through him, filling his lungs with sweet
welcome air and dissipating the darkness that
funneled away his vision. He sagged to the ground,
drawing breath in greedy, hungry gulps. He stood
still until the darkness faded away, and when it did
he felt cold and weary. The knotted wood of the porch
felt coarse and unrelenting beneath his hands.
Then he heard the sound of his roommates rushing
through the kitchen calling his name, Kevin's
booming voice drowning out the others: "Mark!
Mark! Are you OK?"
"I'm fine," he lied, standing up on shaking legs.
He felt drained and scared. His own voice sounded
curiously distant, disembodied. "I'm OK, just felt a
little faint,"
he managed as the three surrounded him,
questioning, concerned. "I'm serious. I'm OK." He
even forced a little smile to show them all how OK
he really was.
"You sure? You look pretty pale."
"Yeah. I haven't been feeling real well ... and, well,
I just
(waiting)
needed some fresh air." They didn't look
convinced, but he wasn't about to tell them the real
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story: Well, you see, guys, the television in the living room
was staring at me, and I think it wants to kill me. I came
out here because it was looking at me again and I almost
passed out. No, he was going to keep that little story
to himself.
"If you're sure, Mark" Mark nodded and watched
as they turned, free now to return to their cartoons.
His gaze drifted and through the window he could
see the television, sitting there, waiting for him to go
back inside and challenge it again.
This can't be happening. It is physically impossible for
this to be happening. He had been to school and church
and catechism, and never anywhere had he seen or
heard anything to prepare him for something like this.
This sort of thing just didn't happen.
Conclusion: this was not happening. There was a
problem here, and the problem was not a hateful
television set. The problem was him, Mark DenBoer,
and he knew that if he didn't fix this problem, he
would live out the rest of his life trapped in a universe
where the impossible happened to everyday people
like him and where there were no safe underlying
principles to lean upon when the impossible did seem
to happen.
He lived in the real world, where staring television
sets did not exist. But he could no longer deny the
fact that in his living room sat an impossibly staring
television set. Which could mean only one thing:
since there was no such thing as a sentient TV set in
the real world, Mark DenBoer was no longer living
in the real world. Somewhere, sometime during the
last week, he had gone utterly and completely insane.
Is this what it's like to be crazy? What other impossible
things live in this world,
my new, insane world? If there are living TV sets, why
not intelligent laundry machines? Killer calculators?
Talking refrigerators? Why not? If I really am insane,
anything can happen now!
Chaos.
He wouldn't have that.
This was a problem; the problem needed to be
fixed. His world needed to be set right again. There
could be no room in his world for impossibly sentient
TVs.
Problem. Problem needed a solution.
He thought for a moment, and thought he had his
solution.
All right, I think I can do this.
He waited until later that afternoon, when the
others were gone. He stood outside the door to the
living room for a long time. But he knew he had to
do it. If he was right, this would be the last time.
One way or the other.
He armed himself and went in.

Continued on page 22
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The Cobalt Maternity

in your high-ceilinged kitchen
there will always be sliver ghosts:
a pair of tall hands,
and at the end of twin denim legs,
my shoes learning the double knot.
it was sighing you wrapped
the apron strings, untied but permanently wrinkled
where the bow always fit at the back of your constant waist.
you said they were my going away present.
but when he remembered there were more in the pantry,
i told him i would rather have the umbilical cord.
so figurative amputee, i walk alone,
every night down a wet path strewn with bicycles,
the playing card of novelty shops,
face down on the negro sidewalk
all the tipped over bicycles in yesterday's rain
like every little kid ran out of luck.
then under this phantom umbrella, the chords
are from the silverware mobile:
the round tinny kisses of spoons,
the knives fencing without meaning it
the forks combing the wind.
meaning the air was moving all along
although, first born,
i never knew the sky went unroofed.
welt the one story grocery is still out of baby's breath
and they don't sell glow-in-the-dark madonnas.
but did i set the scissors down to say
i used up the last blue crayon drawing you
thin and longer than the page.

Jane C. I<nol
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This time, he was smart. Instead of entering the
living room through the kitchen door, where the TV
would see him immediately, he snuck in from the side,
from the hallway entrance. It wasn't much, but he
hoped it would buy him a few extra seconds.
This is crazy. This is absolutely crazy.
He tightened his sweaty grip on the baseball bat.
It was a wooden bat, a real bat, not just one of those
cheap aluminum ones but a real, solid bat with
LOUISVILLE SLUGGER stamped proudly across the
side and the handle tightly wrapped in worn strips
of dirty white cloth. His dad had given him that bat
ten years ago when Mark had first tried out for the·
local Little League baseball team. He remembered
sunny afternoons on the baseball field, the smell of
freshly cut grass, dust in the dry breeze, parents
cheering from the bleachers and the solid wooden
jarring thwack of the ball connecting cleanly with the
bat and then flinging the bat aside running for first
base fans and teammates screaming run mark run
almost there YOU GOT ITYou have to stay in control, have to concentrate!
He took a hesitant inching step forward onto the
living room carpet. Less than ten feet away, he could
see the TV, sitting dumbly on its old wooden stand.
There it was, facing the kitchen door, not expecting
an attack from the side. It isn't expecting me to come
after it, Mark realized. It thinks it can just barge on in
here and do whatever it wants without being challenged.
Well, we'll just see about that.
Crouching, he crept forward another two feet,
hardly daring to breathe. He was well inside the
living room now.
So far so good.
Creeping forward again. Another foot, almost
within reach of the TV.
Almost there, just a little closerAnother step. He paused, hardly daring to breathe,
holding the bat in front of him with both hands, just
a few more secondsThe TV-eye opened.
He froze, ready to run, ready to flee from the thing's
terrible gaze, but then he saw that it wasn't looking
at him, it was looking in the wrong direction, at the
kitchen door where it expected him to be. It knew he
was out there but it didn't know whereI've got you, Mark realized with a triumphant grin.
You've had your chance and now it's my turn. I've got
you now and you-are-mine.
"Surpriiiiiise!" he screamed, launching himself at
the TV, bat flailing ... and in that beautiful frozen
moment as he brought the bat around he knew he
had it, knew he had outsmarted it, knew he had won.
The TV saw him then, too late. It heard his cry and
turned, its angry gaze rippling madly across the room,
shocked and indignant. Aware that it had been
tricked, it struggled to focus on the new, unexpected
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danger, and as the panicked, desperate TV-eye
swivelled violently toward him Mark's mind saw it
turn, saw the plastic casing of the TV actually bulge
as it tried to turn to face him, knowing that it was too
lateMark swung the bat around with all his might.
The bat hit the exposed TV screen with enough
force to shatter the fragile glass and drive the entire
television back hard against the plaster wall with a
deafening bang. Tiny shards of glass exploded
outward in a stinging spiteful cloud of glittering
reflection, peppering Mark's arms with acid pinpricks
but he didn't notice, he was screaming now in
mindless exultation, and before the TV hit the ground
he was swinging again, bringing the bat down, feeling
the satisfying crack as the bat connected, sending
jagged slivers of black plastic casing flying across the
room.
He stepped back, adrenaline pumping crazily
through his veins, seeing the twisted wreckage at his
feet. He raised the bat again, swung downwards,
laughing as the bat hit the mangled electronic corpse
with a splintering crunch, knowing that he had won,
that he had outsmarted it. He had shown the cocky
little sonofabitch who was king in this apartment. He
laughed, a barking, trilling giggle, clever and gloating
and mad.
His mind screamed, drunk with victory. Well, think
again! Tell me-now who's real? Now who's sane? Teach
you to mess with my mind!
"I won, I beat you, you hear?" he shrieked, his voice
strained and hoarse and echoing crazily throughout
the room and throughout his head. "You thought you
had me but I won and I-beat-you!"
He swung the bat down again, and again, and
again, slamming down in synch with the words
(won I won I beat you you little-)
that were bouncing crazily through his head and
mind and as he swung he felt himself slipping,
swinging, falling, and he
(won)
felt himself drifting, felt his mind whirling, felt
himself falling further and further away with each
swing of the bat and
he was swinging and laughing, hammering the
twisted and lifeless chunks of the television, glass
shattering, plastic splintering, and he
(teach you to mess with me)
was falling, he felt his mind dropping, plummeting,
hurtling down toward some new, unknown
destination; he
was a senior in high school, panicking over college
entrance exams and applications and dates and GPAs
and tests. He
(swinging laughing)
. was in junior high playing flag football at recess
and he was running in a green field with his best
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friend Joel and he was laughing and running and he
could feel the sun on his back and he
was in the principal' s office because he had been
caught eating Fig Newtons from his Transformers
lunchbox during third grade math class and he was
crying and the principal was on the phone with mom
and he was telling her all about what had happened
and he
(falling)
was little and he could almost walk and daddy was
pushing him higher and higher on the swingset in
the backyard and mommy was standing behind him
with a camera smiling and laughing and calling his
name mark mark mark and
(falling)
he was real the world real world world he was
swinging falling falling
fallen-

Russia,

He thought: I' 111 finally here I made it I ma
(-)

He felt something inside his mind click into place
at last, and when the blind idiot darkness finally
enveloped him, he sank willingly into the blessed
pulling depths.
They found him there, standing alone, the battered
Louisville Slugger dangling haphazardly from a loose
and halfhearted grip, his gaze locked on the barelyidentifiable remains of the apartment television. He
refused to respond to their questions about the TV,
refused to even move; in fact, he seemed perfectly
content to just stand there, all night, staring at the
shattered television with that smug and crooked grin
on his face. •

My Love

BySarahC. Vos

Traveling means crossing cultural and mental
boundaries.
-Willard Van Orman Quine
Sometimes-in the midst of living here in RussiaI close my eyes and remember what it's like to live in

the States-the cleanliness, the standardness, the
efficiency-and I have an unreal sensation of removal,
as if one world does not exist, as if America was a
sort of fairytale and this chaos, this beauty, this Russia
is my reality.
The trolley bus swiftly turns a corner and
miraculously my body does not even sway. My feet
remain sturdily on the ground, my arms at my sidesI have no fear of falling. But perhaps this is not so
miraculous. Truth be told, I am surrounded; every
inch of my body presses against the pants or coat of
someone else. With a slight twist of the head I could
easily kiss at least five people. If I think about the
people, about their bodies meshing and crushing
against mine, I can't breathe. But if I just close my
eyes and sway and imagine something else, life goes
on.
I'm on Trolley #13 in Nizhni Novgorod, Russia, at
five o'clock on Friday afternoon, and the smell of
vodka mingles with smells of people and garlic. It

could be any other day. The first law of bus riding is
that another person can and will shove their way on.
The trolley stops again, this time at Freedom Square.
The Russians shove and push and press. I can see a
mob at the door, all wanting a ride. They push and
press and push, and then, I can feel the pressure in
my ribs, a lightness under my feet, and for an instant,
I know how it feels to be squeezed between bodies
and die. The driver takes off, trying to shut the doors
around the people. I breathe, close my eyes and try
to enjoy the sway, try to forget the pressure.

Jen and I walk arm in arm, like two Russian women
we tell ourselves. But in reality, we cannot look like
Russian women; we cannot assimilate. We act too
Western: we walk wrong, we dress wrong, we talk
too loud, we even look at others wrong. The adults
stare at us when we aren't looking, but the children
gape without shame. I've never felt like such an object
of curiosity. I smile at the children, but they do not
smile back. They turn away, scared as if I might eat
them.
I would never walk arm in arm with another
woman iri the States. We would get stared at, just
like here, only for different reasons. Here, we walk
together arm in arm for defense. Women do not go
out at night alone, they go in pairs, arm in arm, or
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with a man. I resent the control, the loss of my
freedom, but then I go out alone and the night sends
me crawling back to my safety.
I am not the only one who fears. At night, single
women walk fast, as if running from some unseen
danger which might creep out from behind a building.
They fear one another; they fear me and my leisurely
stroll. I do not like the way my heart pounds and
reaches into my throat every time I hear someone
approaching. At home, at night, I walk freely, maybe
not completely without fear, but I feel safe, safe
enough to help someone else in trouble.
I sit in the kitchen. Wherever I go, wherever I live
I seem to gravitate towards kitchens and their
intimacy, their warmth. This kitchen looks old, used,
and poor; but it is my favorite room. The fridge is
small and noisy, the stove has to be lit with a match,
the sink isn't bad, but we use a small greasy bar of
greenish soap and soda to wash the dishes.
The apartment is cold. Today I put on two sets of
clothing, angora long underwear and my regular
pants, wool sweater and socks. The clothes are warm;
it's the apartment which chills my bones. They mean
well. They smile, They talk, but They feel it too-the
coldness of the house. They feed me, make me drink
hot tea and milk to send the cold back into hiding;
but at night and in the afternoons, it creeps out,
slithers down my back. At one moment I am warm,
almost too warm from my long underwear and the
tea, but minutes later I feel it again, coming in the
foot holes of my pants or creeping down my neck
into my core. I cannot keep the cold out.
Masha wrote me that her house, her home was cold
because there are no men; they leave a void where
the cold creeps in. Her father-a womanizer and

drinker-lives in another apartment, but constantly
asserts his presence through harassing phone calls.
Masha does not like to answer the phone. I try to
stay here, to stay home, but the cold chases me out. I
escape from it, into the light, into the snow and fresh
air and other people's houses. And when I return,
the cold has clawed deeper into Masha. She cannot
shrug it off, as I do, when she walks out the door.
Masha tells me she is sick. She stays home from
the University and reads all day. She does not answer
the phone, and if I do, I must lie and say that she
went to the University. Her father calls and calls, and
I tell him that I do not know, that I do not understand,
that I haven't seen Masha, that she is well. Masha
explained to me once that it is her heart that is sick.
She did not tell me what she meant by this; neither
her English nor my Russian permits deep
explanations. I think it is winter and the cold
infiltrating her soul-the cold which keeps us
huddled up and silent and drinking tea, the cold
which nips at my toes and head because the blankets
aren't quite long enough. Winter has come and it will
not leave-we have had one month already, only five
more to go: five more months of snow and sleet and
wind and ice, of bundling up; five more months when
we cannot ~scape from the coldness of this house.

I suppose the weirdest thing is the sunlight, not
the lack of it or the short days, but the sun itself. It
does not warm the earth up. The thermometer stays
at -10 Celsius day and night, until it mercifully moves
to zero, and stays there day and night until it moves
back to -10. And at the odd time, when I find the sun
shining on me, the light does not provide heat or even
a warming glow. The sun is cold-a cold far off light
who has deserted us.
The shadows here either sprawl out long over the
ground or don't exist. I long for the brightness of
noon day sun, its sharp warmth piercing through my
skin, but the sun never journeys high enough in the
sky. Instead it makes a small arc on the horizon, as if
trying to take a short cut from east to west. When I
wake at seven, the night still holds the sky, but at
eight, when I get up, the dusk turns to dawn. I drift
through the daylight-from one cup of hot tea to
another, and then at three thirty from the classroom
window I watch the sun set. At four I scurry home
in darkness to a small, cold apartment. I read. I speak
Russian. At ten I get ready for bed. By eleven, with
my thoughts sorted through, I sleep.

They closed the door to the living room/bedroom.
I tip-toe down the hall to the kitchen and wonder at
the novelty of it. We never close the doors, not even
at night when I long to shut the dog out. He
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supposedly sleeps in my room but wanders in and
out of all the rooms. However the dog, along with
Masha and her mother, is shut in there.
I conjugate Russian verbs and look up unfamiliar
words at the kitchen table, which wobbles under my
efforts. I cannot keep my eyes from the door. Their
voices sound mumbled behind it. I cannot
understand. All my life, doors have been opened. I
walk easily in and out of them. Here, even grocery
store entrances have complicated double doors which
try to keep the wind from blowing through. I cannot
find my way in, so I remain on the perimeter, in the
kitchen.

I stand at the stove and wait for the coffee to
simmer. I look at my watch and time it. We make
coffee on the stove in a brass beaker. I put in the fresh
grounds, water and then heat it up. I can make a
fairly decent cup of coffee, but Masha's mother makes
a cup of coffee which could be served in a snotty
Parisian cafe. Real coffee is a luxury here. Most
people drink instant or a boiling of grounds that tastes
like dirt. But every weekday morning I make myself
a steaming cup of rich, black coffee and thick milk.

Then I make breakfast usually something hot like
French toast or kasha. I have so much time here.
Everything I do takes twice as long as in the West.
Breakfast takes at least half an hour to get ready. The
trip to school takes half an hour by foot or half an
hour by trolley. I write papers by hand. And stilt in
the midst of all this time, I find time to sit and think
and sit and reach nothingness. I like the leisure of
life, the slow pace which makes it okay to walk into a
class fifteen to thirty minutes late. I catch myself
thinking like a Russian, being like a Russian.

Time fades memories. Russia eludes my thoughts
and leaves my mind. I cannot describe it; I can not
reach it. I laugh; I remember, but the words evade
me. Russia, a word endowed with meaning for me,
cannot describe anything for you. I curse from
frustration, but it does not help. That other world
still exists, changes and goes on without me, and I
can not reach it or know it or see it. That other world
haunts me and changes me. I seek the words, but
Russia is like a fairy tale I heard long ago. I remember
glimpses of beauty and ugliness, scenes replay in my
head, but I cannot tell the story. •

Neighborhood Watch
.. . Setting Fires without Permission ...

By Laura J. Veltman
He said the Germans call it an ohrwurm-an ear
worm. Something that worms itself into your ear,
into your head, and sticks there, playing itself over
and over until your brain changes subjects. Right now
my ohrwurm is:
I'm happy with myself
I'm happy with myself
and I don't have
what it takes to please you.
Maybe that's my philosophy of life.
I am a lonely man. I am a restless man. I think my
liver is diseased.
But I'm happy with myself as I sit here on the porch.
If I could write anything I want I would finish the
book I'm writing in my head. I have the opening

sentence for it written down some place. No title.
(If only, if only.)
Or better yet, maybe, I would write about the street
I live on.
I will. (Talk about volition.)
Up the road-welt really it's down the road, since
it's south, but it feels up the road-is an old folks' home.
For Methodists. I saw on the news that they recently
put in a million-dollar spa/ sauna/ convenience store
complex (staffed entirely by volunteer residents. That
is certainly the life, paying $2000 a month to work as
a pseudo 7-11 clerk. If only I were older.t and I think
I would like to go visit them. We young people think
that vitality is catching and old people need us to
recharge them sometimes lest their life force leap into
a passing cow, leaving withered leaves in Craft-matic
Adjustable Beds.
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These Methodists play bells-hymns-to me every
hour on the hour from eight to eight. Amazing Grace,
Now Thank We All Our God, If Only the Bells Weren't
So Flat. All the favorites of yesteryear before my
generation had gone down the (Fallopian) tubes.
But I digress.
I have yet to visit Clark. My mind sees possibilities,
my feet don't feel like going. (Ah, yes, the apathy of
youth.)

Unheeding the girl goes on.
The saxophonist begins to honk his goose call.
The screen door flies open and the mother bursts
down the steps to grab her. The girl runs, stumbles
over a hem, is caught. Her knee is skinned, but she
doesn't cry until she sees the blood. She kicks her
mother in the shin as she struggles to get away.
I'm, not gonna go with you
You don't have no choice

The mother wins. Back inside I can hear no more.
Next door live our neighbors (fancy that). Tierra
is one of the girls. I don't remember her sister's name.
About a month ago they came over and sold us candy
in tins. I think they might have sold us a load of horse
manure because our candy has yet to materialize. (Is
it wrong to think ill of the motives of seven-yearolds?)
We share the driveway with our neighbors. And
with their friends. Often our cars are blocked out of
or in the driveway by jalopies named after exotic
animals.
Impalas.
I don't have what it takes to please you.
A few weeks ago I sat on the porch and listened to
the wisdom of children.
Tierra had a bag of Taco Doritos. All to herself. A
big bag. A gaggle of gradeschool kids sauntered over,
lured by the inebriating scent of Doritobreath. They
buddy-buddied with Tierra and finally tasted of her
bounty.
Adam was not so shy-sly-as all the rest. Instead
of pal-o-mining, he simply reached in and ate.
Completely without permission.
Threats abounded. I'm gonna tell your mom-Go
ahead, you old cow- Before the situation elevatored
out of control, wise Sam, taking Adam aside, told him
to walk over, "pretend youre not interested, then wait
til they offer you some. '£you say you want some
theyll slap you and you wont get none." Honesty. Tell
it like it is, Sam.
September 17
8:22 p.m.

Chattering jay neighborhood children play as dusk
steals into night and childhood seeps closer to
bedtime. Maybe the band teacher handed a fifth
grade boy his saxophone today to take home. Happy
birthday to the neighbors.
Two house over, then across, lives a small girl who
I think has no clothes except dirty nightgowns that
trail after her down the sidewalk. She trips out the
door, across the porch, down the steps. Her mother
only yells get back here get back here come back here.

Robert lives down the road. He's retired, I don't
know from what. Now he is, apparently, a landfill
scout. Nope, we don't need a microwave. Yeah, we
have a refrigerator. Our doors already have locks.
Yeah, that was a great birdcage you got out of their
trash. Yeah, I could see you from the window. Oh,
we'll keep that in mind, if we ever need anything.
And, hey Robert, thanks for mowing our lawn the
other day. We really appreciated it.
A little past Robert and his lawn gnomes is Some
Kid. He knows my name-he asked me and I told
him-but I don't know his. His dad was right there
when he asked and I had a stab of thought that if I
asked the kid's name he would wonder why I was
taking such an inordinate interest in his child-do I
have a prison record? Am I out on parole? etc. And
so I'm content to call him Some Kid. Some Kid
sometimes walks with his mom, Fashion Queen. I
had never seen teal fur before. They take Sunday
strolls, maybe to the retirement home, I don't know,
but they're gone for quite a while. And then they
come back. Some Kid has a little batterypowered
motorbike. It doesn't work anymore, so now it's
really Some Kid-powered. Anyhow, they live by
Robert.

Her Testimony
Gentiles lie
unknowingly
neglecting the humanity.
Consider one as genuine
though human tongue
is tainted.
Human witness pales
compared to that
of scarr-ed pine.
Let trees remain evangelists
while hypocrites stay human.
Emily McDennitt
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Last night I got my chocolates. They weren't in a
tin. They aren't very good. They cost a little over 50
cents for each moment of not-so-pure chewing
satisfaction. I must console myself by thinking that
my hard-earned money went to a good cause,
although I'm not sure what it was-a school, maybe.
Nicaraguan guerillas, maybe. Tierra came over with
a sister and a couple brothers or cousins. Apparently
mi casa es su casa because they all headed upstairs to
wander around and 'see our stuff." I didn't caremy room isn't upstairs.
At Halloween some of the trick-or-treaters came
inside the house too. Odd. Johnny, get back here.
What'd I tell you about going in the houses? I guess
we exude a welcoming aura or something, much like
a Venus flytrap.
That's not really true.
Things are winding down on my street. The cold
weather is beginning to infiltrate the cracks and slow

us all down. A chilly stupor-something like carbon
monoxide poisoning-is taking over. The kids are
mostly indoors now. A few days ago the tree at the
vacant house across the street lost a big branch; the
kids came out to watch the rest of the tree topple at
the hands of Molson & Bros. Chainsaw Kings. But
other than that I haven't seen them for a while. The
other day I shoveled the driveway and the sidewalk.
I have my own snow shovel-it's last year's model
so I got a pretty good deal on it. I'm not used to
shoveling. I think I may have human muscle
glycogenosis due to phosphorylase kinase deficiency
associated with a nonsense mutation in the muscle
isoform of the alpha subunit. My muscles were pretty
sore afterwards.
The salt truck is going by now. We aren't East
Grand Rapids, so we don't get very prompt service.
I'm learning to drive on snow-I hope the children
stay inside lest I hit them. I also bought an ice scraper.
I stay inside most of the time. The porch is too
cold to sit on anymore. I'm waiting for spring. •

By Susan Bruxvoort

The closet is musty. My nose is starting to itch from
dust and mothballs. I'd better not sneeze or they'll find
me too soon, crouched here in the dark. I can hear Clarissa's
voice even from upstairs, counting. Andrew gave her a
ridiculously high number but she's calmly and
rhythmically shouting the numbers. She's probably seated
on the edge of the couch, eyes squeezed shut, hands squeezed
together in her lap. Ah, now she's finished-breathless;
and the hunt begins.

Margaret and I never played hide-and-go seek. We
would not subject each other to the trauma of
abandonment, even in a game.
There's a squeal of glee from downstairs . Clarissa has
found Andrew-behind the couch, I'm sure. He is
unfailingly predictable. Why choose a new hiding place
when the old one serves just fine? Clarissa always goes
through the motions of looking for hini, though. With oldersister-wisdom she recognizes that his four year-old mind
needs predictability but still wants to join the game.
I would sit in a wicker bottom chair beyond the
french doors at Mrs. Brook's house while Margaret
was having her piano lesson. Leaning upward, I
would stretch until I could see her rounded dimpled
chin beneath coke-bottle glasses just visible over the

old mahogany upright. She'd see me, loose her
concentration, and start to giggle. Mrs. Brook's stem
face would then appear in stages from around the
instrument, first her half glasses and sharp eyes
followed by her pointed mouth, pursed in a frown.
Those half-hours of waiting for Margaret took
forever in the years my feet didn't touch the floor.
But I loved every note that resounded from that piano,
every laborious tone which completed the melodyTwinkle, Twinkle Little Star slowed to meet the pace
of Margaret's fingers. In the evening I would sit at
our own piano and play songs from her book,
punching the notes in a rapid staccato, making up
lyrics and shouting them at Margaret who sat beside
me until father told me to stop. I would move over
and allow Margaret the time she needed to practice.
I can hear the children's feet create thunder on the
basement stairs as they hurry to find me.
Margaret and I went to dance class together. We
were both toe-tapping tulips in the spring recital. We
stood together at the end of the show, took our bow
together, holding hands, two girls in red satin
costumes, white tights and black tap shoes. Margaret
Continued on page 34
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"My Heart is Full, But My Spirit is Empty"
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Variation o n L ove
sweetheart drank her first beer
boyfriend first kiss first hope
of love or variations
bastard tips another shot
vodka dulled empty garage heart
viciously eats her
and those shiny sixteenth birthday wishes
untapped birthday keys still unscratched
tomboy hair smile eyed soul
love each one who walks
this wet black trail those red-bricked halls
well all i see is leaflessness and once colored skies
so mary walks and janie still breathes
through my ignorant prayers
i covet more coffee steam peace and a pacific dream memory
so blurred and
anna takes another order drive thru princess
china life broken in its brown taped cardboard
she says someone forgot the styrofoam packing peanuts
there's selfish dreams of home-my glue doll
for him home on the ocean
and here tv his last friend in the midwest autumn station
game show applause suffocates pin drop pain
staring posters empty dorm blues
and the pacific coast highway eternal
like my place i pray
like that mug top circle, your fifty proof bottle warmth
and is this home
where keys are bent and worn
but plastic paneled station wagons
wait
in quiet garages ...

Sarah Byker
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the hub of our family. She recovered as we had
expected her to, and she returned home, little
changed.
I hear them. scram.bling amongst piles of toys in
Andrew's room. to peer under his bed. I've only chosen
that spot once.
I stood in front of my parents when I was thirteen,
asked for permission to have a party for my school
friends, and saw Margaret flinch and cower at the
thought. My parents only had to look up at me from
where they sat on the couch and gently shake their
heads. I didn't need their answer, I had known a few
moments before that I made an impossible request.
It began then, the uneasy feeling that continued
through high school and college: the suspicion that I
had lost something.
Clarissa and Andrew are deliberating in the hallway,
deciding what their next 1nove will be.
Last Sunday when I took the kids to visit Margaret,
we arrived early and she was still in her room. I
peeked in while she was doing her hair, fumbling to
put in a barrette. I looked at her through the mirror
and smiled. She saw my reflection, lost her
concentration, and started to giggle. We were
diminished to school girls, inseparable. "We're here,
Margaret," I said and then retreated to join my family
in the other room and let her finish doing her own
hair.
The light clicks on in the closet and the shriek in delight.
"We found you, Mom!" Clarissa shouts. They wrap their
little limbs around me and Andrew whispers, "Were you
here the whole ti1ne, mommy? "
"Of course, "I answer. "I was here the whole time. •

leaned slightly towards me, off-balance, pulling my
hand upward to match her height. I looked out to
find our parents in the audience. They looked back
at us: father clapping, Mother smiling. I watched
Mother navigate through the people bunched against
the stage to hand us each a bouquet of rosebuds. I
watched her reach up and touch Margaret's cheek and
heard her say Margaret had danced beautifully. I was
pleased Mother hadn't noticed the little shove I gave
her during the final number when she had fallen out
of line and out of rhythm.
Clarissa and Andrew are now pulling on the heavy
cellar door which groans and squeaks in complaint
against the cem.ent basement floor. Andrew is afraid of
spiders; I don't think they'll look there too long.
We were afraid of thunderstorms, Margaret and I.
We would lie in our twin beds, pushed near enough
so I could grasp her hand. She would weep as the
rain tap-danced on the shingles, the room was
intermittently illuminated with spotlights of
lightning, and the house shook with claps of thunder.
We did not wish to sit through such a terrifying
performance. Father would sometimes come in and
hold her to still the sobs.
They're coming upstairs now. I can hear the volume of
their voices rise with every stair as they debate the possible
spots I could be hiding. It won't be long until they find
me.
We almost lost Margaret once. When she was eight
and I was six, she fell from the top of a playground
slide at Oak Street Park. I ran horrified toward her
when I heard the sound of her body hitting the earth.
We kept her within our sight; her hospital bed became

Severed in Unity
By Kelley

My mom bought me a new purse before I went to
Italy.
"That one you have just won't make it," she
declared. Since were already in downtown Grand
Rapids to exchange dollars for Italian lire, we
marched into Steketee' s and marched out with a new
purse. It was a black leather purse with a built in
wallet in back that zipped up; "It will be safe for
travelling," I thought.

Evans

Relishing the rare delights of a new purse, I
gleefully transferred all my credit cards and pictures.
The black leather felt delectably smooth, the wide
strap secure. As we drove my mother warned me
about gypsies in Italy; she heard from some friends
that gypsy women come up and touch you while
others pickpocket you. The strong strap eased my
newly perturbed sense of confidence.
I remember people asking me for money in big
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cities many times. When I was eighteen I had an eight
hour layover at the main train station in Amsterdam.
I don't know if it was because I looked American or
just young, female, and alone, but several people
asked me for money that day. One man from England
gave me a song and dance about falling asleep on the
ferry and someone stealing his train ticket out of his
pocket, and wouldn't I give him some spare change?
I gave him a guilder so he would go away and leave
me alone. I could handle situations like that. But my
mother's warning about the gypsies unnerved me.
So I fingered the black strap on my new purse and
wondered if her stories were a myth or
foreshadowing.
Feeling the strap taut across my shoulder, I walked
among my fellow students on the streets of Florence.
My newly made friends and I crowded together in
the January cold so we could share both body heat
and wonderment. We stood in front of the Capella
Santa Maria Novella straining to hear our professor
speak about L. B. Alberti, the designer of this
Renaissance facade. My cold fingers struggled to
write down Alberti' s philosophy about his
architecture. Alberti believed that God had created
the world according to the perfect ratios discovered
by Pascal. His architecture was created with these
same perfect ratios, and reflected the perfection God
created in the soul. Therefore, to look upon his
structures was to edify the soul, so that it might sing
in unison with its creator. "Who am I and how do I
relate to this?" I puzzled. I stared at the facade as
dumfounded as an actor thrown on stage without a
script in front of unfamiliar scenery.
While I was still digesting this definition of
perfection we began to move on to our next
destination. Our huddled group began to spread out
around a mother with a baby in her arms and a young
boy at her side. As I approached she kissed her tan,
small wrist and extended a browner hand towards
me. The boy echoed her plea with words I didn't
understand. I walked past them in the group, but
then lingered behind. I fumbled in my purse for a
small bill. I extended one to the boy, but the bill
slipped from his hand when he reached for it. I turned
around and left him to chase after the bill.
I don't really remember why I gave him money. It
was one of those split-second decisions where instinct
acts. I do not claim virtue in this. Giving money to
the boy, especially the way I did, was as inhumane as
ignoring him. He deserved to be treated as a human,
as an individual, just as Christ laid his hands on the

35
decaying leper. Not having any pre-prescribed
formula for what to do when confronted with gypsies
in Italy, I reacted as imperfectly as a human could, I
thought. But my second confrontation proved me
wrong.
Looking back on it now, it seems it was the same
woman I met the first time. At the time I didn't think
so, but the child in her arms and the small boy beside
her seem identical in my memory. This time as I tried
to pass her she stopped in front of me and grabbed
my wrist as if to make me feel the burning kiss on
her own wrist. In my free hand I held a small crumb
of bread left from a midmorning snack. Not thinking
of what I was doing, I gestured towards her this most
pitiful offering. Her eyes looked at me and the morsel
and hesitated. "What nerve!" I later imagined her
thinking. "How humiliating." "How preposterous
to offer just a crumb of bread." I put these thoughts
into her head as I chastised myself in mine.
After this brief moment I heard people around me
saying, "Leave her alone!" A moment later another
of my professors jerked the woman away from me. I
don't remember her letting go of me; I just remember
looking across an impenetrable gap at her several feet
away. She tried to regain her balance after the abrupt
separation. And before I knew it we hurriedly walked
away as my professor explained to me that as she
grasped my wrist her boy was groping for my purse
with the thick black strap. Distracted, I did not feel it
press any harder on my shoulder.
A half an hour later I sat in front of Michelangelo's
Slaves, my mind still envisioning the gypsy woman.
With my eyes I felt the rough lines of these sculptures
Michelangelo never finished. The figures' jagged
edges embodied my imperfection. Their huge strong
bodies appeared to be struggling to free themselves
from their stone tombs. I saw the gypsy woman
alongside them, writhing to free herself from the
collective prejudices of humanity. And I had done
nothing to free her from her bondage. And I also felt
helpless, frozen my own place. Her little boy, whom
she had taught to steal, chose thievery as his vocation
no more than I chose Christianity while I grew up.
These are the roles the gypsy woman and I play in
our tragedy. God has given this play as a gift in which
we fulfill our roles imperfectly. But somehow, to
realize that we are in the same play is comforting.
Perhaps we still glorify the creator who gave birth to
us just by acknowledging our humanness before God.
We have not perfect proportions, but we still sing our
discordant song to magnify the Lord. •
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